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Good food for thought
By Gabi Falanga

The Highway Africa conference and Pan African Confer-
ence on Access to Information (PACAIA) were opened 
last night at the MTN Opening Gala Dinner in the 

CTICC ballroom. Guests received a glamorous ‘yellow carpet 
treatment’ as they walked into a ballroom filled with beautiful 
yellow bouquets, candles and shimmering ‘glass’ chairs. 

Host Tsepiso Makwetla welcomed guests to “the biggest 
gathering of journalists in the world”, before handing over 
to the head of MTN’s Corporate Affairs Development Rich 
Mkhondo. He stressed how proud MTN is to have been asso-
ciated with Highway Africa for the past 10 years. 

“We want you to show us what is sustainable in the face of 
poverty, hunger and underdevelopment,” he said, challeng-
ing the journalists present to engage with the relevance of 
global sustainability to African countries. Mkhondo further 
encouraged delegates to use the Highway Africa conference 
to prepare for COP17 in November, to be held in Durban. 

Vice-chancellor of Rhodes University, Dr Saleem Badat, 
started his emotive and inspirational speech by pointing out 
that South Africa is the most unequal society in the world. 

Badat discussed the relationship between ‘subjecthood’ 

and citizenship, and echoed similar sentiments to Mkhondo. 
“What does citizenship mean for those in our society who are 
poor and struggle daily?” asked Badat. “Citizenship should 
not be reduced to voting every four years,” he added. 

Badat linked ideas of citizenship to education, and said the 
suffering of people in Africa is largely a consequence of edu-
cational failures. “We need to produce graduates who aren’t 
afraid to speak truth to power,” said Badat. He argued that an 
emphasis needs to be placed on the humanities and social 
sciences, rather than simply the scientific, if Africa’s challeng-
es are to be addressed. This is because these fields offer 
critical perspectives that technical advances overlook. 

 “We may hold fast to the idea that people are also impor-
tant, and that environmental sustainability and the sustain-
ability of humans to be able to lead rich lives are two sides of 
the same coin,” said Badat, making it clear that global sus-
tainability and human lives are inextricably linked. 

“With freedom comes responsibilities,” the VC said. Badat 
ended by quoting from Nelson Mandela’s autobiography, 
Long Walk to Freedom: “the truth is that we are not yet free. 
We have merely achieved the freedom to be free.”

The evening ended with good food and African Jazz by the 
charismatic Jimmy Dludlu and his band. Dludlu got the party 
started as he pulled a guest on stage, sang happy birthday 
to him and then encouraged audience members to dance.

( )What does 
citizenship mean 
for those in our 
society who are 

poor and struggle 
daily?

Jimmy Dludlu (above) rocked the delegates at the opening dinner while Rhodes Vice Chancellor Saleem Badat (below) gave them something 
to think about. Photos: Caeri Dunnell and Fungai Tichawangana
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Your guide to name dropping 
By Mvuzo Ponono 

The first few pages of the Highway Africa programme signal 
that the Conference is a big deal. One of the faces welcoming 
delegates from all over Africa to Cape Town at the opening 

ceremony is Collins Chabane, Minister in the Presidency.  Also on 
the bill are Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan, and Water and Envi-
ronmental Affairs Minister Edna Molewa.

Celebrating its 15th anniversary, Highway Africa has grown from 
just 65 delegates to the largest annual gathering of African journal-
ists, where the who’s who of media, government and other stake-
holders rub shoulders. 

Organisers of Highway Africa have highlighted several keynote 
speakers that will be in attendance. The founder of M-Net and 
MWEB, Naspers Group Chief Executive Koos Bekker’s talk entitled 
‘How do we innovate in the media?’ will kick off the plenary sessions 
today. Another corporate media giant is Linus Gitahi, CEO of Nation 
Media Group (the largest conglomerate of television and radio 
stations in East and Central Africa and second largest in Africa to 
Naspers). Robert Kabushenga, Ugandan state-owned New Vision 
group CEO, continues to maintain his long-standing links with the 
Highway Africa conference.

There is also a robust mix of stakeholders set to present. City 
Press editor Ferial Haffajee, Stellenbosch’s Professor Lizette Rabe, 
Archbishop Njongonkulu Ndungane of the Anglican Church of 

Southern Africa, and the author of Journalism Ethics and Regula-
tion, Professor Chris Frost, will all be speaking. 

The Pan African Conference on Access to Information (PACAI) will 
take place simultaneously with Highway Africa at the CTICC. Joint 
events between the two conferences include the opening ceremony 
and discussions, and several speakers will also be shared. PACAI 
organiser Professor Guy Berger singled out Alain Modoux, the 
retired UNESCO Assistant Director-General as a notable delegate. 
Modoux was the initiator of the Windhoek Declaration in 1991 that 
led to PACAI. 

Other high profile names gathering at the conference are the cur-
rent UNESCO Assistant Director General Janis Karklins, United 
Nations and African Union Special Rapporteurs Frank la Rue and 
Pansy Tlakula, and two top civil servants: Kenya’s Bruce Madete 
and Uganda’s Monica Kalemba.

From the North we have Toby Mendel, global expert on freedom 
of information issues, and the UK’s investigative journalist Heather 
Brooke. 

Africans from around the continent have made the trip to Highway 
Africa, such as award-winning Algerian editor Omar Belhouchet and 
Gwen Lister, editor of The Namibian. There are activists such as 
Edetaen Ojo from Nigeria and Malcolm Joseph from Liberia, and 
Google’s influential blogger Ory Okolloh. The African Director of 
the International Federation of Journalists Gabriel Baglo, the CEO 
of African Media Initiative Amadou Ba and A24 television agency’s 

Salim Amin are others who strengthen the representation of the Afri-
ca’s media landscape leaders.

The big sponsors from industry present are Telkom Business MD 
Brian Armstrong, MTN Group president Sifiso Dabengwa and Absa 
Group CEO Maria Ramos.

Recognisable South African figures include presidential spokes-
person Mac Maharaj, Deputy Minister of Communications Obed 
Bapela, former Minister of Intelligence Ronnie Kastrils, and the 
Executive Mayor of Cape Town Patricia de Lille. From South Africa’s 
print media we have Mail & Guardian editor Nic Dawes and Press 
Ombudsman Joe Thloloe among the high profile figures on the bill.   

Perennial hosts and supporters of Highway Africa, Rhodes Univer-
sity has also sent its bigwigs to the gathering. Vice-Chancellor Sal-
eem Badat welcomed the delegates at the opening dinner last night 
while Professors Fackson Banda and Guy Berger also addressed  
delegates. 

South Africa’s first citizen, President Jacob Zuma, although out of 
the country at this time, has sent a video message to be broadcast 
at the opening session. Other noteworthy delegates that will speak 
at the opening are African Editors Forum president Cheriff Sy, the 
Media Institute of Southern Africa’s Luckson Chipare and Habiba 
Mejri-Cheikh, Director of Information and Communication at the AU 
Commission.

Do you think Africans 
have enough access 
to information, or is 
access to information 
a problem in your 
country? 

Your  say

Anesu Jeremy Chingono: Zimbabwe

“In Zimbabwe the issues around access 
to information are very tricky… if 
journalists are being hushed then where 
else is that information going to come 
from? We do start to question what we 
hear and whether it is true or not.”

Vee Munyikwa: Tanzania

“African countries certainly have 
a huge problem with access to 
information. I always question whether 
any information given is honest or 
trustworthy. My family and I watch 
Sky News and the information given 
there is completely different to the local 
information.”

Elisabeth Benkam:Cameroon 

“Access to information is a big problem 
in Cameroon, especially for private news 
producers, as the government owned 
agencies are privileged in their access. 
Luckily, us journalists, private and state, 
have a network throughout the country 
where we share all information we 
obtain, it’s very helpful.” 

Aishatu Sulé: Nigeria

“Access to information used to be a huge 
problem all over Africa. Fortunately at 
the beginning of the year in Nigeria, an 
access to information bill was passed. 
Now all we need is for it to be properly 
implemented into the culture of news 
production in our country.”

Roland Rutihinda: Tanzania

“People in my country have good access 
to information. But I also believe that 
information given in the media is very 
one-sided. There is also very much a 
language issue, most information is 
given out in English and there is no 
variety in the way it is disseminated.” 

Vanessa Knight: Kenya

“With all the political instability from 
2007 a lot of things are omitted from 
the news. Our local country club was 
building a dam, and simultaneously 
draining a river.  I was desperate to do 
a cover story on it but was advised not 
to and even warned that I would face a 
sentence from exposing it to the media.”

By Robynne Peatfield



Absa Vehicle Finance 
goes green!
Absa is the first bank in South Africa to offer green vehicle finance!

The Absa Green Vehicle Finance offering gives effect to Absa’s 
commitment to a greener society and, more specifically, to the 
national agenda of reducing carbon emissions. 

The offering is also aligned to Absa’s client value proposition of 
choice and convenience as it allows clients an option to finance more 
environmentally friendly cars at a reduced rate. 

Clients qualify for finance rebates of up to 0,75% when they purchase 
vehicles with carbon dioxide emissions below 120g/km. Additionally, 
for each vehicle sold, Absa will plant a tree on behalf of the client at 
no charge. 

For more information contact the Absa Vehicle and Asset Finance 
contact centre on 0860 669 669, visit the nearest Absa branch or an 
authorised car dealer. Alternatively, visit www.absa.co.za
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Let’s stay connected
By Enathi Mqokeli

With all the activity at this year’s High-
way Africa, Pan African Conference on 
Access to Information (PACAI), and 

the Digital Citizens’ Indaba 6.0 (DCI), how do 
you stay in the loop about what’s happening? 
With social networking platforms on your cell-
phone or your laptop, you can share informa-
tion with the world during the plenary sessions, 
workshops, keynote addresses, debates and 
book launches.  

Delegates can follow the Highway Africa con-
ference on twitter: @Highway_Africa. To tweet 
about the conference the hash tag is HA2011. 
Thobile Hans writes blog posts on www.report-
ingDNA.org  detailing the climate change issues 
relating to this year’s theme. Podcasts will be 
available on the Highway Africa’s website, 
based on important events and speakers at the 
conference: www.highwayafrica.com. 

Follow PACAI on twitter: @windhoek_plus20. 
In order to tweet conference information about 
PACAI, use the hash tag #apai.  You can also 
comment on any issue being discussed dur-
ing the conference by going to the PACAI guest 
book, under the section ‘Have Your Say!’ on 
their website. In order to get the link to the PACAI 
video stream Youtube channel, visit the video 
section of the website www.pacai.org ; these will 
focus on the main PACAI events such as plenary 
sessions, speakers and debates.  

The DCI 6.0 conference will be taking place 
from Monday. You can follow them on twitter @
DCIndaba. The twitter hash tag is #dci11. To get 
extra information on their blog, go to http://www.
dcindaba.com. For more information visit their 
website at www.digitalcitizenindaba.com. 

By Gabi Falanga

“Climate change is relevant to eve-
rything. It is the issue of the 21st 
century and if we don’t do any-

thing about it, it’ll become an even bigger 
issue. We have to change the way we live.” 
These are the words of Dr Tony Fluxman, 
Senior Lecturer at Rhodes University’s Politi-
cal and International Studies Department. 

Climate change is a global problem, 
caused by the warming of the atmosphere 
as a result of increased greenhouse gas 
emissions. Unfortunately Africa, a continent 
already vulnerable in relation to the rest of 
the world, is likely to be the worst hit. Con-
ditions are deteriorating more rapidly than 
in other parts of the world, with the poorest 
people being hit the hardest. 

“The most underdeveloped countries and 
the poorest of the poor don’t contribute to 
the problem, and they’re being punished 
doubly: they’re not allowed to develop and 
they’re suffering the consequences of cli-
mate change, and they don’t have the power 
to fight it,” says Fluxman, who runs a course 
on corporate power and focuses on the way 
in which climate change affects markets and 
businesses.

Nikki Kohly, Environmental Officer at 
Rhodes University, points out that indications 
of climate change are already evident in Afri-

ca, with documented shifts in species distri-
bution and more extreme weather patterns 
being experienced. According to experts, a 
change in climate will result in rising sea lev-
els, storm surges and other extreme weath-
er conditions such as floods, droughts and 
heat waves. Dry areas will become drier 
and wet areas will become wetter. These 
extremes will have devastating effects on the 
continent. 

According to Kohly, it is predicted that there 
will also be a massive loss of the planet’s 
biodiversity. Some plants and animal spe-
cies will not be able to cope with the new 
conditions, and may die out. Increased rain-
fall in some areas could mean more flooding, 
which often results in overflowing sewage 
systems and the rapid spread of other pol-
lution. Along with this, we can expect the 
spread of insect-borne diseases, such as 
malaria, cholera and dengue fever. 

Rising temperatures and reduced rainfall 
would lead to crop failures and a decline 
in natural resources. Some areas could 
become permanently unsuitable for agricul-
ture. “This would mean food shortages and 
a lot of starving people. This in turn will mean 
that there will be competition for limited food 
resources, which inevitably leads to conflicts 
and even wars,” explains Kohly. 

Fluxman echoes Kohly’s sentiments. He 
points out that Africa has an agricultural 

economy and will suffer particularly badly 
under the wrath of climate change. 

Fluxman is critical of the market economy 
which is growth driven and thus, not sustain-
able. Governments should be charging car-
bon tax. He also feels that businesses should 
take responsibility for, and cover the costs of, 
the external impacts of their production.

Fluxman is very critical of South Africa’s 
role in climate change. “South Africa is a 
big player. We have a high release of green-
house gases per capita. We can’t go on like 
this; we’re driving over a cliff. The govern-
ment doesn’t have a proper policy. South 
Africa could have the best solar energy in the 
world and run the whole country with it. But 
instead the government gets money from 
energy companies.” He is convinced that 
South Africa could be a leader in instituting 
green energy, as many other African states 
are under the power of big institutions and 
thus don’t have much power over the issue. 

But climate change isn’t just an African 
problem. “Climate change is a global prob-
lem, an African problem and a South African 
problem,” says Fluxman, and stresses that 
there needs to be co-operation between first 
and third world countries in combating it. 

“How many degree increases are we going 
to wait for before we do something?” asks 
Fluxman. “The consequences will get more 
and more dire the longer we wait.” 

Climate change and you

National Commissioner of the South African Police Service, 
Bheki Cele, spoke at the South African National Editors’ 
Forum (SANEF) AGM on the relationship between the press 
and the police yesterday in the KFM/Cape Talk offices. 
Photo: Desiree Schirlinger
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Looking back on Highway Africa
Previous Highway Africa conferences:

1997: The first two-day conference, “New Media 2000”. 
1998: Under the slogan of “Bringing the Highway South”, this three-day conference focused on the 

             Internet as a potential powerful tool to assist in spreading democratic ideas.
1999: “The Internet, media and democracy” was hosted in association with the Media Institute of                  

             Southern Africa (MISA). 
2000: “Africa’s new media century” ran for five days.
2001: “Digital Renaissance”: this three day conference went beyond emphasis on the internet to                   

             explore mobile content. 
2002: “Wiring journalism for sustainable development” was held in Johannesburg and linked to the                 

             United Nations World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD).
2003:“Mainstreaming media in the Information Society” began the formal partnership with SABC as                     

             co-host which continues to this day.
2004: “Media making the Information Society”.
2005: “Reinforcing journalism in the Information Society”.
2006: “Highway Africa @ 10: Celebrations, Reflections, Future Directions”. This birthday event was                   

             followed by the first “Digital Citizens Indaba” which brought together bloggers from all over Africa.
2007: “Quality and professionalism for journalism and the media: the case for new media”. 
2008: “Citizen Journalism, Journalism for Citizens”.
2009: “Reporting Africa: 2010, development and democracy”.
2010: “African voices in the global media space” was held in conjunction with the World Journalism                  

             Education Congress (WJEC) and during The Soccer World Cup.
2011: “African media and the global sustainability challenge” is currently running from the 17-19                      

             September at the Cape Town International Convention Centre.

15th HA conference 
to set the stakes 
even higher
By Enathi Mqokeli

This year marks the 15th annual Highway Africa confer-
ence, held at the Cape Town International Convention 
Centre (CTICC), and around 500 delegates are expect-

ed to attend this event. 
This year’s theme is ‘African Media and the Global Sustain-

ability Challenge’, and it sets out to focus on issues around 
informing and educating the people in Africa of global envi-
ronmental crises and climate change. 

Chris Kabwato, Director of Highway Africa, describes the 
significance of this year’s theme as the exploration and 
analysis of how African media covers environmental issues, 
particularly in comparison with trends in the broader global 
media. The topic was chosen in order to examine the gaps 
within media coverage of climate change, and see how the 
conference interactions could help address these weakness-
es in preparation for the major summit that South Africa, and 
Africa, will soon be hosting. 

This summit is the United Nations’ 17th annual climate 
change conference, which is also known as the Conference 
of Parties (COP 17). The term ‘parties’ refers to the nation-
states that have signed on to the UN Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC). This conference will com-
mence on 28 November and run until 9 December 2011. 
Highway Africa will be equipping SABC journalists for COP 
17 during the Highway Africa conference, in dedicated train-
ing workshops.  

Despite the conference covering an environmental theme 
this year, Kabwato says the format has not changed. “We will 
still have our plenary sessions in the mornings, and training 
workshops in the afternoon. We have our networking events 

in the evening, we have our book launches and our exhibi-
tions” explains Kabwato. “It is a tried and tested formula for 
us and I think it works, we will stick to it,” he added. 

What makes this year’s Highway Africa conference differ-
ent is its location. South Africa’s Mother City plays host for 
the first time, and not Grahamstown.  However, this is not 
the first time the conference has been hosted outside of its 
hometown. In 2002, the conference was held in Johannes-
burg alongside the World Summit on Sustainable Develop-
ment (WSSD).

Kabwato states that his expectations at this year’s High-
way Africa are that the African journalists will come out of 
it much clearer, or much more capacitated in terms of 
their understanding of the climate change issue. 

“It’s our 15th anniversary, so we expect a great 
celebratory event. One where people will learn, 
share and actually have a great time. We hope 
that people will leave South Africa with a warm 
feeling towards Highway Africa and towards the 
country,” says Kabwato. 

By Sungeni Chithambo

As Highway Africa celebrates its 15th anniversary, it is only fitting to look back on its 
humble beginnings and see how far this project has come. The conference, which 
initially began in 1997as a once-off event by the New Media Lab at Rhodes University, 

has grown to dizzyinging heights as a platform for media professionals all over the continent.
Co-founder of Highway Africa, Professor Guy Berger, said in 2007 that the core issue this 

conference has been dealing with successfully for over a decade is “how to learn about, 
and help promote, the potential of ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies) to 
strengthen and multiply the impact of media in African conditions”.

From the initial 65 South African participants in 1997, conference membership both mul-
tiplied and diversified until Highway Africa became the largest annual gathering of African 
journalists. This year there are 770 participants, including delegates from the parallel confer-
ences: the Digital Citizens Indaba and the Pan African Conference on Access to Information 
(PACAI).

Every conference has produced a daily newspaper, a multi-media website and has been 
reported on by the SABC and the Highway Africa News Agency. 

Director of Highway Africa and the Reporting Development Network for Africa (RDNA) since 
2004, Chris Kabwato has taken on the challenge not only to run this prestigious conference, 
but to expand it. “I think it is unique in the world,” says Kabwato of the conference. “It is very 
rare for such a conference to go beyond 5 years.”  

 Under his leadership, a four-pillar system has been introduced: Research, Education 
& Training (the Future Journalists Programme), the conference itself (Highway Africa and the 
Digital Citizens Indaba) and lastly, RDNA. Kabwato says it is these pillars that have “managed 
to change Highway Africa beyond being a conference to now being a Highway Africa centre.”

‘Tried and tested’: Highway Africa 
Director  Chris Kabwato.  Photo: 
Desiree Schirlinger
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MTN. The heartbeat 
of Africa.

For Africa. From Africa.

More people in Africa choose MTN than any other network. Because for 17 years  
MTN has invested in Africa, partnered with Africa and believed in Africa.
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Landscape of Access to Information in Africa
By Romi Reinecke

How is Africa dealing with access to information 
issues? Today, only a handful of countries on the 
continent have legislation supporting access to 

information. However, the level of research and activism in 
Africa around this topic is seeing significant progress. 

As Professor Guy Berger (organiser of the Pan African 
Conference on Access to Information) points out, there is an 
important distinction between a country having freedom of 
information in the constitution, and having a specific law on 
the issue. The two do not always go together, he says. 

Gilbert Sendugwa coordinates the African Freedom of 
Information Centre (AFIC), and can provide an overview on 
the continent’s progress. AFIC is a pan African civil society 
body which campaigns for the adoption and effective imple-
mentation of access to information legislation around the 
continent. 

Only a handful of the African continent’s countries, seven 
out 54, have adopted national access to information laws: 
Angola, Ethiopia, Liberia, South Africa, Uganda and Zimba-
bwe. The newest member of this small club is Nigeria, which 
ratified its first Freedom of Information law in June. 

And yet, even within these countries, these laws are chal-
lenged by a lack of political will and the necessary human 
resources and expertise to both implement and uphold 
them. As Sendugwa points out, “there is also limited aware-
ness and demand for information from ordinary citizens.” So 
what have been the realities on the ground in the countries 
that have taken the step forward to legislate around access 
to information?

South Africa was home to Africa’s first freedom of informa-
tion law in 2000 – the Promotion of Access to Information 
Act (PAIA). Today, debates around access to information are 
on all media practitioners’ lips since the proposed Protec-
tion of Information Bill (or the ‘Secrecy Bill’, as it is more 

popularly known) was published, which is viewed by civil 
society as a regressive move on government transparency 
and accountability

Perhaps the most infamous case would be Zimbabwe’s 
Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA) 
of 2002, which works largely to prevent investigative report-
ing and inhibit access to information.

This month in Ethiopia, after an interview between Amnesty 
International and two senior members of the opposition 
investigating human rights violations, the government seized 
both men and expelled Amnesty International from the coun-
try. In addition, two journalists, two opposition party mem-
bers and five undisclosed men have also been detained 
since June. Charging all of them with terrorism, the Ethio-
pian government has bypassed its own freedom of informa-
tion legislation with the sweeping use of anti-terrorism laws.

In Uganda, the government’s willingness to approve 
access to information legislation in 2005, a drive initiated by 
a partnership between civil society groups and the opposi-
tion, was seen by many as a strategic move. The incum-
bent leadership supposedly sought to reassure its citizenry 
of their democracy in the same year that debates around 
constitutional amendments to remove the presidential term 
limits were taking place.

In November 2010, the AFIC interrogated the compliance 
of ministers to Uganda’s Access to Information Act, and 
found that the law had not been implemented for six years 
because government had not issued the regulations. Their 
ongoing advocacy resulted in the resolution of the delays in 
gazetting the regulations, and thus the first steps have been 
taken in fully implementing the law. 

Despite these challenges, Sendugwa is optimistic about 
both the future of access to information and freedom of 
expression in Africa. The tale of Liberia’s hard-won struggle 
to become the first country in West Africa to pass a freedom 
of information law in 2010 (as told by Malcolm W. Joseph, 

Gilbert Sendugwa is the Coordinator and Head of Secretariat of the Africa Freedom 
of Information Centre (AFIC) based in Kampala, Uganda. Photo: Supplied

Chairman of the Liberia Freedom of Information Coalition) is heartening. 
To an unprecedented degree, the Arab revolution has energised the pursuit 

of legal and practical guarantees of these rights. Sendugwa states that Ghana, 
Kenya, Sierra Leone and Niger are the places to watch further south.

A new book, Media in Africa: twenty years after the Windhoek Declaration on 
press freedom was launched yesterday. This collection of articles by media 
experts throughout the continent, edited by Prof. Berger and published by the 
Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA), has a chapter devoted to access to 
information.

To the book and to African Media Freedom
By Wilhelmina Maboja and Candace Gawler 

Yesterday saw the launch of the book Media 
in Africa: twenty years after the Wind-
hoek Declaration on press freedom at the 

Naspers centre, attended by notable figures 
such as Die Burger editor Bun Booyens and The 
Namibian editor Gwen Lister.

Professor Guy Burger, the Director-designate 
for Freedom of Expression and Access to Infor-
mation at UNESCO, opened the event which 
celebrated media freedom and what he referred 
to as “two steps forward and one step back”. 
He ended with an optimistic affirmation: “We 

hope we are going to keep walking forward”.
The book is a collection of writings by over 70 

media scholars and practitioners. Some of the 
contributors present included Omar Osman, 
President of the Federation of African Jour-
nalists and Professor Jane Duncan, Highway 
Africa Chair of Media and Information Society 
at the School of Journalism and Media Studies 
at Rhodes University. The book covers a broad 
range of topics, from theoretical and ethical 
issues to the practical concerns around prac-
ticing journalism in Africa. These themes are 
explored within the context of the (past and 
present) threats and restrictions faced by the 

African press.
At the launch, Media24 CEO Esmaré Weide-

man gave an enthused account of ‘Bok Friday’ 
(where South African fans wear their green and 
gold T-shirts in support of their national team 
in the Rugby World Cup), before delving into 
the successes of media freedom on the conti-
nent.  One of these successes is that Naspers 
ranks as the 10th largest media enterprise in 
the world. Alain Modoux, former Director-Gen-
eral of UNESCO for freedom of expression, also 
emphasized the need to sustain media freedom 
throughout Africa. Modoux was a key player in 
bringing the Windhoek Declaration to the atten-

tion of the United Nations, and the implementa-
tion of World Press Freedom Day on 3 May.

The Namibian editor Gwen Lister closed the 
event by making a toast to press freedom, 
in the hope that it would continue to spread 
throughout the continent.  Lister survived a 
10-year advertising ban on her newspaper by 
the Namibian government, which opposed its 
critical reportage of the incumbent leadership. 
By raising their glasses “to the book and to Afri-
ca Media Freedom”, the launch opened a new 
chapter in acknowledging both the struggles 
and the victories of the past, as well as the chal-
lenges still to come.


